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Dear Booker/Promoter, 
 
We are Horizon Of The Statue, a new deathcore/hardcore band from Carinthia (Austria) and 
we would like to introduce ourselves. Furthermore, we would love to cooperate with you in 
the near future. 

Formed in June 2014, our group consists of five members. Do not mind the fact that we are 
newcomers – every single band member went through years of stage experiences (Jetpack, 
Joke for Chasper, Fresh Till Death, Prepare for Glory and so forth). Therefore, we do take 
this project serious! 

We already gave a number of concerts, for example at “Rock den See”, which is a festival 
in South Carinthia, where we had the honor to perform next to Adept, Breakdown of Sanity, 
Normandie, Taped and other well-known bands.
Moreover, we were the supporting act for Terror and Expire during their tour in Klagenfurt, 
((stereo)).  
 
Bands who were supported: Adept, Breakdown of sanity, normandie, taped, raised fist...



We released our first EP Proclamation in January 2015, which was produced on our own ini-
tiative and in the band’s recording studio. 

To sum up: we are an extremely motivated band, with a lot of stage experience, as well 
as the ability to work on a high level. YES! We take this thing seriously. 

We would love to hear from you and to get the chance to give a concert for you, because 
this is what it’s all about: to make our music accessible for as many people as possible 
and to preform as much as we can. Let’s be honest, there is nothing better than being on a 
big stage and to excite the audience with your passion. 

With this in mind, I am looking forward to your positive reply! 

Best wishes



Horizon Of The Statue is a deathcore band from Wolfsberg (Carinthia). Formed in June 2014, 
the band consists of five members. The musical range of the skilled quintet consists of  
complex and smashing riffs, combined with well-planed breakdowns, which encourage even the 
most reserved person to head-bang enthusiastically. Powerful guitars and massive bass  
accompany the impelling drums. The sound, which can be described as “brutal” and “precise”, 
is topped off with the vocals, which complement the whole deathcore package with their 
highs and lows in shouting. The audience cannot only expect professional sound, but also an 
extremely energetic show. Content wise, the band critically discusses ignorance, corruption 
and carelessness of our modern civilization, and focuses on socially important issues.



The band was working on their first EP from January to February 2015, which was produced 
on their own initiative and in the band’s private recording studio. On February 28, Horizon 
of the Statue released their EP online. On April 25,
the EP Proclamation was introduced during their release show. Since then, the band is  
constantly looking for concerts. 
 
Since November 2015, They are working on their first Full Album, who will be released in 
January 2017.  

facebook.com/Horizon.Austria  

youtube:  
http://tinyurl.com/qdnaang 
 
spotify: 
spotify:artist:4vDET2Ulaw57uW3rLA5vHu




